AVID RAIL SYSTEM™
RAPID APPLICATION INDUSTRIAL LED

The AVID RAIL System™ (Rapid Application Industrial LED) delivers brilliant full-spectrum light which emulates a cloudy day – the preferred light for product inspection. The full spectrum light also lessens employee fatigue and enhances overall well-being.

The AVID RAIL™ System provides an amazing 180° of 5600K, high output light with a 40/40 holographic diffusion. Connect multiple fixtures to create a seamless light source through a patent-pending component.

Each RAIL is self-supporting and uses T-slot quick connect assembly to minimize downtime, parts and labor – while improving efficiency and reducing overall cost. Accessories such as reflectors and barn doors can quickly be installed using the T-slots.

The AVID RAIL System™ delivers high output, seamless, full spectrum light in an energy-efficient fixture. The quick-connect assembly further reduces cost with rapid deployment. The RAIL™ brings a versatile, cost-effective, lighting solution to product inspection.
Warranty

Items are covered for defects in materials and workmanship for five years, including repair parts and repair labor on defective item, from date of the manufacturer invoice. The warranty covers freight for 30 days after initial purchase. The manufacturer does not cover any other loss resulting from product failure. Products being returned for warranty repair must display the original serial number. Removal of the serial number voids the product’s limited warranty. Ten-year warranty available.